
Revolutionizing Cash Transport with 
E-Lock

ATM and bank cash carry vans are responsible for transporting cash and other valuable items 
between banks, ATMs, and other financial institutions. Given the high value of their cargo, 
security is of utmost importance, and any loss or theft can have severe consequences. E-lock 
software is a solution that can help secure these vehicles and ensure that the cargo is 
protected at all times.

INTRODUCTION

Challenges

The primary challenge faced by the cash carry van industry was the threat of robbery and 
theft. Cash carry vans are vulnerable to attacks as they transport large amounts of cash. The 
traditional locks used in these vans were easily bypassed by experienced thieves, making it 
difficult to secure the cash.

Another challenge faced by the industry is the lack of real-time visibility into the location of the 
cash carry vans. In case of any robbery or theft, it becomes challenging to locate the van and 
track its movements.

Another challenge is the need to ensure that only authorized personnel have access to the 
cargo compartment. In some cases, drivers may be tempted to steal cash or other valuable 
items, making it essential to have systems in place to prevent such incidents.
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Solutions

Our E-lock software provided a solution to these 
challenges by using an electronic locking system 
that can only be accessed by authorized personnel.

Our software gathered data from the sensors that 
detected unauthorized access to the cash 
compartments. It triggered an immediate alert to 
the security personnel and fleet managers.

The software also included GPS tracking, which 
enables real-time visibility into the location of the 
van, making it easier to track its movements and 
locate it in case of any robbery or theft.

The software tracked when the lock is opened and 
closed, providing a record of who accessed the 
cargo and when.

Additionally, the company implemented robust 
authentication and authorization mechanisms, 
such as multi-factor authentication and role-
based access control, which helped prevent 
unauthorized access.

Geofencing was used to restrict access to 
unauthorized areas, and remote lock and unlock 
capabilities were used to control access to the 
cash.
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Related Use Cases

Enhancing Cargo and Shipment Security 
with E-lock

Enhancing Security in the Oil and Gas 
Industry with E-Lock

www.uffizio.com info@uffizio.com
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Results

Enhanced security – The e-lock module provides 
enhanced security for cash transport and carry vans, 
reducing the risk of robbery and improving the safety 
of drivers and employees.


Increased compliance – The e-lock software helped 
businesses comply with regulations related to the 
transportation of cash and valuables.
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